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This updated edition of Strong s Exhaustive Concordance takes James Strong s monumental work

and updates it to be even more useful to the modern reader. It maintains all of the features that

have made Strong s indispensable for over 100 years:  Allows the reader to easily find all biblical

occurrences of a word in the King James Version Points the reader to the underlying Hebrew and

Greek words Uses the Strong s numbering system which is used in many of the new study tools of

today And adds new features that make it even more useful:  Corrected, updated, and expanded

using the latest computer technology Extra-clear typesetting and page design make this edition

readable and easy to navigate Updated and improved Hebrew and Greek dictionaries tie each word

to the Greek or Hebrew root Includes maps and additional Bible study aids Clear edge-tab indexing

for handier use An indispensable resource for better Bible study Easy-to-read, extra-clear typeface

Find every occurrence of any word in the King James Version Bible Discover the Hebrew and Greek

words underlying the KJV English using the Strong s numbering system Use the updated Hebrew

and Greek dictionaries to find brief definitions of each word of the original languages Quickly find

your place with clear edge-tab indexing  Strong s Exhaustive Concordance deserves a place next to

your Bible as one of the most valuable and versatile tools of Bible study ever developed. Students of

the Bible have long used concordances to go in search of lost riches within the pages of Scripture.

Few, however, make full use of the wealth of resources offered in Strong s from doing word and

thematic studies to probing the deeper meanings embedded in the original languages of the Bible

Go beyond mere searches for lost verses and hone your skills by utilizing this tool s more advanced

features.  from the Introduction"
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If you don't own/use a full reference size concordance currently, please read this. I didn't own or use

one of these until I was in my 40's. Big mistake! As another reviewer suggested, you should buy one

of these right after you purchase your Bible. Incorporating a comprehensive concordance into your

bible study will revolutionize the whole experience for you. If you don't own one of these, buy

one.Functions: In its most basic usage, the concordance allows you to select any word in your

Bible, and see what that original word was in Hebrew or Greek, and what it means in that language.

Another basic function, the concordance will allow you to select a word and locate every place in the

Bible where that word is used. Very handy for locating a chapter/verse that you can't fully recall. For

example by looking up "begotten", or "world", or "loved" . . . you could quickly find John 3:16 (I

usually use a palm-sized Franklin Electronic Bible for this purpose). There are myriad other things

you can do with a concordance as you become familiar with it.An important idea in my opinion --- as

it is stated within Scripture that they were given by inspiration of God, thus, it is widely held that they

are without error (when this statement was penned by the Apostle Paul, he was directly referring to

the Hebrew scriptures, or, "Old Testament"). However, would you believe that ALL (including the

KJV) English translations contain erroneous, or just sometimes ambiguous or weak, word

translations? There are a variety of reasons for this and the mistakes or weaknesses were not

necessarily inserted with evil intent.
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